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I. INTRODUCTION

This article discusses legal interpretation and poetic interpretation as in-
stances of speculative reasoning. Their similarities are based on the com-
mon use of analogical reasoning. Both reading a poem and solving a con-
crete legal dispute by using what lawyers call analogy, are examples of what
Cass R. Sunstein has called an incomplete way of thinking.1 Poetic inter-
pretation is based on the assumption that no truth can be uncovered from a
poem’s meaning; since it aims at reaching persuasive conclusions. In my
view, legal interpretation, especially the one Dworkin calls into play to
solve so-called “hard cases”,2 fits a similar description. Quite often legal in-
terpreters do not reach the truth scientifically, but aim at reaching persua-
sive conclusions to solve concrete legal cases. The fundamental difference
between poetry and law is the system of sovereign right which makes legal
interpretation enforceable. This article explores the interpretive relation be-
tween poetry and the law. There are strong reasons to believe that analogi-
cal thinking plays a fundamental role in this connection.

* Professor, Institute for Legal Research, National Autonomous University of Mexico
(IIJ-UNAM).

1 Cass R. Sunstein, On Analogical Reasoning, 3 HARV. L. REV. 741, 791 (1993).
2 RONALD DWORKIN, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY (Harvard University Press,

1978).
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How can a poem be evaluated? How can we discriminate a good poem
from a bad one? Is it a matter of personal taste, of personal preference? Is
there a reliable method to follow to reach a sound conclusion from a poem’s
meaning? Is there a path to follow when faced with an ambiguous, unintel-
ligible text which claims to be a poem? Is it possible to read something that
we cannot understand no matter how determined we are to understand it?
Is it really that important to aesthetically evaluate a poem as a work of art? Is
it possible to find similarities between the work of a poet seen as a writer
and the work of any legal professional also seen as a writer? These are the
basic questions that are explored below.

II. DIALOGUE AND RATIONAL CONSTRUCTION AS FEATURES

OF THE INTERPRETIVE TASK

I understand interpretation to be a rational activity, an instance of ratio-
nal dialogue. H. G. Gadamer says there is at least one obvious explanation
of the proximity between composition and interpretation: they “have some-
thing in common. Both take place in the medium of language”.3

This work is based on a basic assumption: any common conversation
can show us that language is a constructive process which implies an ability
to articulate, but mainly a disposition to surrender one’s convictions and
beliefs to another, to the speaker. In other words, reading is like listening.
When someone reads another’s writings, her epistemic horizon opens up
and can therefore be changed. Neither writing nor reading is possible be-
yond the realms of language and human rationality.

Umberto Eco explains how abduction links scientific investigation to met-
aphoric interpretation:

In both scientific models and metaphoric interpretation, some distinctive
features are selected as the base on which the work will be deployed. Such
features are chosen following some linguistic conventions. The relation be-
tween metaphors and models should be seen from an analogical perspective
[…] In a sense, metaphoric interpretation is similar to a new scientific para-
digm […] This can be considered as a significant contribution we owe to
modern metaphorology.4

Eco’s explanation of this idea supports the premise of this article:

It can be claimed that scientific abduction states a hypothetical law. It does
so to build-up a theoretical framework which can be used to solve a partic-
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ular event. From there, scientific abduction proceeds to prove the law
through experimental validation (if the law is right, then so and so must
happen). On the other hand, metaphoric interpretation, which builds-up a
theoretical framework as well, is not aimed at stating a universal law.
Rather, it is interested in building-up an interpretation which justifies both
itself and the context in which such interpretation happens (a sentence can
be taken metaphorically when context justifies the interpretation). In other
words, while metaphoric interpretation hunts out valid laws to explain dis-
cursive contexts, scientific enquiry does so to explain worlds. From here it
can be claimed that metaphoric interpretation allows readers to choose. If I
agree with Bohr’s analogy I am obliged to see atoms as if they were solar
systems. If I agree with the Canticle of Canticles’ analogy, I am obliged to see
the girl’s smile as if they were a herd of goats just in such text.5

According to Eco, an adequate definition of abduction can be stated as
follows:

Abduction is an inferential process (also known as hypothesis) opposite to
deductive reasoning.

…
In semiotics we face many cases in which Universal Laws are not hunted

out, but explanations which can help out to clarify a concrete communica-
tive event… To sum up we can say that abduction is useful to make hard
choices when instructions are ambiguous.6

And lastly:

Metaphoric interpretation works with signs which, in its turn uncover other
signs’ contents. We are not talking about empiric similarity but of linguistic
similarity. Metaphoric interpretation… does not unveil similarities but con-
structs them up.7

In view of the above, the main argument in this article can be stated as
follows:

a) Poetic interpretation is a type of speculative, constructive thinking.
b) Since legal interpretation is usually speculative and constructive, it is

therefore closer to poetic interpretation than to scientific interpreta-
tion.

To fulfill this article’s objectives, it is necessary to explore both the differ-
ences and similarities between poetry and the law. Different levels of inter-
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pretation have long existed in literary studies. We can, for instance, allude
to Dante’s Convivio, in which four levels of interpretation are mentioned: lit-
eral, allegorical, moral and theological.8 There are at least two similarities
that link Dante’s concept of interpretation to legal interpretation. On the
one hand, lawyers, like readers of poetry, understand interpretative tasks as
being multi-leveled. On the other hand, when lawyers interpret texts, they
aim at retrieving literal meanings from said texts.9

However, bearing Dante’s classification in mind, there are at least two
clear differences between the interpretation of legal texts and of literary
ones. On one hand, legal texts do not have allegorical meanings. In other
words, legal texts do not hide “truth beneath beautiful fictions”. On the
other, whereas literary criticism allows disputes between the validity of lit-
eral interpretations and of multi-leveled interpretations within a text, these
disputes do not exist in the legal arena. Judges’ interpretations are obliga-
tory.

No allegorical meanings can be found hidden in the law. Beauty is not a
legal objective in itself. The standard definitions of “allegory” are either “a
story, play, poem, represented symbolically” or “the use of such symbols”.10

Allegorical interpretation allows me to claim a subtle difference which
can be noted between legal and poetic interpretation, a difference derived
from the relation between writing and reading. From my point of view, the
use of symbols is a subtle difference between poetry and the law. Legal pro-
fessionals do not always use symbols to write their documents but poets and
authors use them as a common creative device.

Legal writing tries to clearly convey rules of conduct. However, sometimes
lawmakers and parties to legal contracts do not want to bar future interpreta-
tions of a code or contract. That is why I speak of a subtle difference be-
tween poetry and the law. Even though it is not explicitly recognized as
such, legal documents allow for two or more contesting interpretations.
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8 “To convey what this means, it is necessary to know that writings can be understood
and ought to be expounded principally in four senses. The first is called the literal, and this
is the sense that does not go beyond the surface of the letter… The next is called the alle-

gorical, and this is the one that… is a truth hidden beneath a beautiful fiction. The third
sense is called moral, and this is the sense that teachers should intently seek to discover
throughout the scriptures, for their own profit and that of their pupils… The fourth sense
is called anagogical, that is to say, beyond the senses; and this occurs when a scripture is ex-
pounded in a spiritual sense which… signifies by means of the things signified a part of the
supernal things of eternal glory”. DANTE ALIGHIERI, THE CONVIVIO (RICHARD LAN-

SING trans., 1998), available at: http://dante.ilt.columbia.edu/books/convivi/index.html.
9 Dante explains the importance of literal interpretation as follows: “In this kind of ex-

planation, the literal must always come first, as being the sense in whose meaning the oth-
ers are enclosed, and without which it would be impossible and illogical to attend to the
other senses, and especially the allegorical”. Id.

10 THE CONCISE OXFORD DICTIONARY 34 (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1995).



However, the difference between poetry and the law remains. Even though
legal documents may intentionally allow more than one interpretation, they
will never allow aesthetic interpretations of any sort to take part in ruling
on a dispute.

In my view, this idea supports Kenneth S. Abraham’s description of the
differences between statutory interpretation (i.e., interpretation of legal
texts) and literary studies. In his essay “Statutory Interpretation and Liter-
ary Theory: Some Common Concerns of an Unlikely Pair”, Abraham wrote
the following:

The differences between statutory and literary interpretation, then, are differ-
ences in communities of interpretation. Law and literature are structurally
different disciplines, and interpreters within each discipline use different
strategies to aid in understanding their texts. These differences, however,
are not prescribed by intrinsic differences between statutory and literary
language. The court deciding Riggs v. Palmer, for example, was authorized
to render a final adjudication of the meaning of a statute as it applied to the
facts of the case. There is no analogous central authority in the literary
world, although the imagination of a Huxley is no longer required to see
that this is a possibility.

The Riggs court’s conception of its proper relation to the legislature al-
lowed, and in a sense required, that it speak the language of intention in in-
terpreting the applicable statute. That statute was an “intentional object”,
the product of its author’s purposes, because the court’s interpretive strate-
gies made it so.11

Abraham then gives an account of these interpretive strategies. In doing
so, he targets some concerns which explain the reason for my research:

These strategies are still so forceful that it would be astonishing to find a
court today waxing eloquent about the alliterative qualities of the statute,
the rich ambiguity of the word person in a phrase such as “[a]ny person may
make a will”, or the symbolism of the legislature’s confrontation with the
problems of mortality. It would be equally surprising for a literary critic to
suggest that the meaning of the poem “The Tyger” depends on the effect of
certain fundamental maxims, for example, that there is a God and that he
is benevolent, which no poem may supersede.12

However, Abraham’s comments do not end there.

Competent, professional interpreters of statutes know that there is no sym-
bolism in statutes. Professional literary critics know that, today at least, po-
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ems are not interpreted against background standards of morality in the
same way as are statutes. These professionals have been trained in disci-
plines guided by detailed codes of interpretive behavior. By virtue of con-
formity of these codes, their interpretations are both more competent than
that of the initiate and more reckonable. Indeed, part of their work may
well be seen as “teaching” others how to read.13

Abraham’s concerns target the main objective of this article: is it possible
to read a poem using legal methods of interpretation? One answer can be
as follows: using legal interpretive methods, lawyers can make sensitive
readings of poetry. Besides, using legal methods of interpretation, lawyers
can give readings of poetry which can be shared by other lawyers. The idea
here is not to replace the sophisticated interpretive methods used by literary
critics, but to show how legal methods can be used to read poetry. My goal
is to show how legal professionals can read poetry by using some of the cog-
nitive mechanisms they commonly use.

The main difference between legal interpretation and literary criticism is
clear. There are different approaches to legal interpretation, but the use of
creative devices such as analogical reasoning and a fortiori reasoning are in-
stitutionalized.

It can be argued that certain literary critics might completely oppose the
use of creative strategies for interpreting poems and decide not to use them
at all. This difference may have a deeper reason which can, in turn, be con-
sidered a third difference between legal interpretation and poetic interpre-
tation. In his essay “The Constitution of the United States: Contemporary
Ratification”, William J. Brennan Jr., a liberal Supreme Court Justice, wrote:

Constitutional interpretation for a federal judge is, for the most part, oblig-
atory. When litigants approach the bar of court to adjudicate a constitu-
tional dispute, they may justifiably demand an answer. Judges cannot avoid
a definitive interpretation because they feel unable to, or would prefer not
to, penetrate the full meaning of the Constitution’s provisions. Unlike liter-
ary critics, judges cannot merely savor the tensions or revel in the ambigu-
ities inhering in the text —judges must resolve them.14

In general, legal interpreters have the obligation of interpreting the law.
Brennan’s argument can easily be extended to lawyers and other legal pro-
fessionals such as prosecutors or arbiters. All of them are obligated to inter-
pret the law.

The difference between the existing interpretive institutions is not the
only one separating poetry and law. We can say, for instance, that although
many legal documents do contain stories, it is nonetheless obvious that
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these stories must be narrated clearly and directly, and not allegorically.
According to the basic principles of the Rule of Law, legal documents must
be as clear and straightforward as possible. Therefore, the use of symbols is
not common in legal documents.15

There is yet another difference: the relation between form and content is
fundamental. Certain legal actions must fulfill concrete formalities in order
for them to be valid. However, the need for clarity in legal documents pre-
vents the use of any sort of sophisticated symbolism. Bearing Dante’s classi-
fication in mind, it can be said that an obvious consequence of the absence
of allegories in legal documents is that lawyers do not interpret legal texts to
produce pleasure. Moreover, legal documents cannot allow any sort of lie
to exist within them, not even beautiful ones.16

Perhaps some legal writings are more precise, more accurate or even
more elegant than others. So, it can be claimed that a particular ruling is
more beautiful than another or that a contract’s aesthetic achievements are
higher than another’s. However, these differences still have no immediate
legal relevance from an interpretive point of view. In other words, although
the aesthetic irrelevancy of legal texts can say much about an important
distinction separating interpretation from writing, it is not important from a
strictly interpretive point of view.

Further clarification must be made. The allegorical difference separating
poetry and the law is not very solid. It can be established as follows: even
though legal documents do not seek to hide truth behind beautiful fictions,
the rhetorical devices used to write and interpret legal documents and the
rhetorical devices used to write poetry are, basically, the same. As Kathy
Eden reminds us in her reading of Aristotle’s concept of equity: When the
law is either silent or inappropriate before a particular case, the preservers
of the law must interpret the intentions of the lawgiver by inferring what he
would have legislated in view of the present situation (Nichomachean Ethics,

5.10.5).17

So far, three premises have been used to build the argument supporting
the existence of similarities between poetry and the law. First, writing legal
documents and writing a poem usually imply the use of similar rhetoric de-
vices. Second, these rhetorical devices can be recognized by the reader or
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olutions is evident. Such is not the case in Mexico, where trials are conducted in writing.

17 KATHY EDEN, POETIC AND LEGAL FICTION IN THE ARISTOTELIAN TRADITION
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the interpreter of either a legal text or a poem. Finally, the fact that writing
and reading are connected can be proved by thinking about how a poet re-
writes his work.

Before using these premises to reach a conclusion, further questions need
to be answered: if poets and legal writers use similar rhetorical devices in
writing, what prevents legal writers from writing allegories? On the other
hand, if the similarities between writing and reading link poetry to the law,
what prevents legal interpreters from interpreting allegories? The answer to
both questions is straightforward: neither legal interpreters nor legal writers
have any intention of doing so. In other words, they do not use their rhetor-
ical powers to the fullest. And they do not do so because their professional
objectives are not directly concerned with producing beautiful documents,
providing pleasure to their readers or writing elegant texts. However, al-
though legal professionals do not pursue aesthetic achievements, it does not
follow that they are not able to do so.

Since rewriting can be considered a step of the writing process and can
also be understood as an interpretive activity, it can be claimed that writing
a text involves at least one interpretation done by the author himself.
Therefore, writing and rewriting are united in a practical process known to
any author. The important thing, however, is for both a legal writer and a
poet to be familiar with this process. Poetry and the law can be seen as ac-
tivities that share common practices. Thus, writing and interpreting legal
documents and writing and interpreting poetry are close to each other from
a methodological point of view. As we will see, there are at least a couple of
Mexican legal devices of interpretation which can support this claim.

As a matter of fact, legal writers could try to build up allegories simply
by using some of the rhetorical devices at hand in their daily work. In my
view, traditional legal methods of writing and rewriting —which are also le-
gal methods of interpretation— can be used to write poetry as well.

A second similarity between poetry and the law is based on the fact that
legal interpreters do not reject the possibility of interpreting a legal docu-
ment beyond its literal meaning. In other words, simply because allegorical
interpretations of the law do not exist, it does not follow that literal inter-
pretations are the only possible kind that can be used to interpret a legal
document. On the contrary, it might be said that there is professional con-
sensus that requires a legal text to be interpreted beyond literal readings.

In order to provide a more complete explanation of this professional
consensus, it is important to know that there are different kinds of legal
documents. A legal opinion issued by a judge or a court is a particular kind
of legal text, which differs from a lawsuit, a code or statute. However, a
common feature of these legal documents is the fact that they can be read
and, therefore, interpreted by lawyers, judges or even scholars. All legal
documents can be interpreted and their interpretation is not necessarily lit-
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eral. Sometimes, interpretive instructions to decode the law have been insti-
tutionalized, as in article 14 of the Mexican Constitution.

Legal documents have more than one literal meaning because they are
not always clear enough to provide a single, unchallengeable solution to a
legal dispute. Lawyers do their job by contesting another’s interpretations
of the law because the legal system is not complete; on the contrary, it is
complete through interpretation. A lawyer’s job is to interpret the law be-
yond the literal meanings of codes, statutes and other legal documents.

Latin American lawyers have recently begun to consider the concept of
legal interpretation an open-ended activity. From a historical point of view
and following Rodolfo Luis Vigo’s account, one dogmatic school domi-
nated legal interpretation in the nineteenth century. As Vigo states: “Sa-
vigny defines legal interpretation as the reconstruction of the ideas embed-
ded in the law. From Ihering’s point of view, since legal interpretation does
not create anything new, it can be seen as jurisprudence of a lesser kind.
Back then, legislators were considered the true interpreters”.18

Since legal interpretation was not a creative task, it can be said that law-
yers were not real interpreters at all. According to this dogmatic approach
to interpretation, lawyers have the mechanical job of interpretation achieved
by resolving syllogisms derived from a legal text understood as a main
premise. However, this situation no longer prevails.

In spite of Vigo’s account, professional consensus of the existence of sev-
eral interpretive layers can be traced throughout history. Kathy Eden ex-
plains the multi-leveled interpretive nature of the law in terms of its fic-
tional nature: “Through an action fictitia, the Praetor extends the formula of
an existing civil law action to a case not strictly under its terms by a direc-
tion in the intentio to the judge to proceed as if a state of affairs or set of facts
existed, whose hypothesized existence for the adjudication in question as-
sures an equitable decision”.19

To speak of the fictional nature of legal interpretation is to speak of the
existence of a creative endeavor. Therefore it is not unusual to find Eden
quoting Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria as follows:

I think I should also add that arguments are drawn of merely from admit-
ted facts, but from fictitious suppositions… When I speak of fictitious argu-
ments, I mean the proposition of something which, if true, would either
solve a problem or contribute to its solution, and secondly the demonstra-
tion of the similarity of our hypothesis to the case under consideration.20
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The interpreter’s task can be then understood as a creative one. That is
precisely the idea behind Vigo’s claim of the change in the role of a legal
interpreter. According to Vigo, legal interpretation is not only a judicial
feature. Nowadays, judges, lawyers, lawmakers and even legal scholars are
recognized as valid interpreters of the law. As Vigo puts it:

In dogmatic interpretation, judges deploy the interpretive task. They were
merely obligated to define what the legislator’s intention was. Therefore,
interpretation was seen as the opposite of legal creation and faithful to the
legislator’s credo. Under such a view, science is responsible for re-construct-
ing the law systematically.21

The role of legal interpreters is no longer exclusively that of judges and
courts. In clarifying this change, another explanation arises. In our days,
using logical inferences to obtain the meanings of the law can be considered
an incomplete enterprise. Comprehensive interpretive work aims at solving
the particular case at hand. Vigo puts it as follows:

Contemporary theory highlights the common nature of legal professionals:
whether teaching, consulting, counselling or judging, all of them have to
find a solution for individual cases. There is no substantial difference bring-
ing legislators and judges asunder. Their differences are rather quantitative.
Legislators issue legal commands to rule on every person and every case.
Judges do so for individual persons and individual cases.22

But, what are lawyers looking for? What is there beyond the literal mean-
ing of the law? The answer can be as follows: lawyers look for what the law
has to say in the particular case at hand or —as Dworkin has put it— the
purpose guiding legal interpretation that the interpreter has to construct. If
we accept that whatever the law has to say must be looked for in order to
sort out every single case, we have to decide whether this “voice” can al-
ways be retrieved by means of a literal interpretation. As we will see, the
use of analogical thinking as an interpretative device shows that literal in-
terpretation is not always enough.

As a matter of fact, this legal device of interpretation runs against the
opinion of some scholars in the sense that legal interpretation can be done
by making no reference whatsoever to any external consideration.
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As Edward W. Said reminds us, controversies between “literalist” ap-
proaches to interpretation and “non-literalist’” approaches to interpretation
can be tracked back to the disputes held between the Zahirite and Batinist
schools on how the Koran was to be interpreted in Andalucia in the elev-
enth century:

Batinists held that meaning in language is concealed within the words;
meaning is therefore available only as the result of an inword-tending exe-
gesis. The Zahirites —their name derives from the Arabic word for clear,
apparent, and phenomenal; Batin connotes internal— argues that words
had only a surface meaning, one that was anchored to a particular usage,
circumstance, historical and religious situation.23

According to Said’s account of the Arabic interpretive tradition, the Zahi-
rites were opposed to the “excesses of the Batinists, arguing that the very pro-
fession of grammar… was an invitation to spinning out private meanings in
the otherwise divinely pronounced, and hence unchangeably stable, text”.24

Kenneth S. Abraham’s remarks explain the similarities linking poetry to
the law as follows:

The issues that trouble literary theory, however, are strikingly similar to
those that have troubled thinking about statutory interpretation…

Those familiar with only literature or law may be struck by the similarity
of the concerns of the disciplines. Both are concerned with the extent to
which a text is “self-interpreting”, with a meaning in the language of the text
itself. Both are also troubled by claims that interpretation is a subjective
and even arbitrary process by which individuals impose their prejudices
onto texts in the guise of “interpreting” them. Moreover, even proponents
of the polar positions are notably in agreement on a crucial point. At both
extremes interpretation is seen as the operation of an independent, autono-
mous force that determines meaning.25
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in the end, some combination of the two extremes; the text is determinate to a point, pre-
scribing its own meaning, but is otherwise dependent on the creative powers of the inter-
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I have explored the general dimensions of the relationship between law
and literature elsewhere.26 These dimensions are based on a concept of
law and literature linked by common features. As a summary, from my
point of view, there are three dimensions that explain the relationship be-
tween law and literature. First, I find an aesthetic dimension which con-
tains all the great works of literature that explore traditional legal topics
such as the death penalty, imprisonment, the chaotic way in which judi-
cial systems work and so on, from an artistic perspective. Secondly, both
law and literature can be seen as interpretive events. There is an interpre-
tive dimension in which both legal professionals and literary critics are in-
terpreters. Thirdly, there is a written dimension linking law to literature.
Legal professionals, literary critics, authors and poets are all writers.

From my point of view, all the similarities linking literature to the law
can be used to explain the similarities linking poetry to the law. However,
this article aims at exploring the relations between poetry and the law de-
rived from the interpretive dimension and not how poets have explored tra-
ditional legal topics.

There are some interesting links found in some of Susan Sontag’s famous
ideas against interpretation and Zahirist interpretive tradition. It seems to
me that these ties can shed some light on the relationships between literary
interpretation and legal interpretation. Sontag’s influential article “Against
Interpretation” gives us a stronger grip on both the differences and similari-
ties between literary and legal interpretation. First, let us deal with the ef-
fects of Sontag’s ideas on the differences between poetry and the law. At the
core of this differentiation, I find a vital assertion on the importance of con-
tent within any kind of text, which Susan Sontag expresses it as follows:

The fact is all Western consciousness of and reflection upon art have re-
mained within the confines staked out by the Greek theory of art as mime-
sis or representation. It is through this theory that art as such —above and
beyond given works of art— becomes problematic, in need of defense. And
it is the defense of art which gives birth to the odd vision by which some-
thing we have learned to call “content”, and to the well-intentioned move
which makes content essential and form accessory.

…Whether we conceive of the work of art on the model of a picture (art
as a picture of reality) or on the model of a statement (art as the statement
of the artist), content still comes first. The content may have changed. It
may now be less figurative, less lucidly realistic. But it is still assumed that a
work of art is its content. Or, as it is usually put today, that a work of art by
definition says something.27
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According to Sontag “the modern style of interpretation excavates, and
as it excavates, destroys; it digs ‘behind’ the text, to find a sub-text which is
the true one”.28 It can be said that, from Susan Sontag’s point of view, this
interpretive style can seem as excessive as the Cordovian Batinist’s was ten
centuries ago.

Here again, there is a clear distinction between legal and literary inter-
pretation. Today, no one argues against the idea that the law “says some-
thing” which must be retrieved. In other words, no one rejects the idea that
the law is filled with content through interpretation.

Sontag’s concerns about the excessive attention literary critics place on
content seems to have no importance to legal interpretation. The relation-
ship between form and content in law is an intimate one. At least in the
Mexican system, there are some legal events which require clear formali-
ties. Marriage is a good example. The law requires a judge to utter certain
words in a particular order for two people to be married. If the judge fails
to do so, then the marriage can be declared null and void.

So, a difference between law and literature can be stated as follows: al-
though reading a literary text may allow separation between form and con-
tent, reading a legal one cannot rest upon such a separation.

The closeness between form and content in law can be better understood
by comparing it to the relationship between writing and interpreting as re-
ferred to above. There are many legal documents which must be written a
certain way. For instance, the Mexican procedure for protecting fundamen-
tal rights (juicio de amparo) requires every single plaintiff to follow a particular
model to draft a lawsuit. Although it can be said that writing poetry using a
rigid metrical scheme is similar to writing a lawsuit, nothing stops poets
from writing in free verse. Lawyers that initiate a legal procedure to protect
fundamental rights do not have a similar privilege. They cannot write the
lawsuit as best suits them.

The similarities linking Sontag’s ideas to the Zahirites views are not only
very interesting from a historical point of view. They are also very useful to
support similarities between literary and legal interpretations after estab-
lishing a subtle differentiation between them. We must recall that Batinists
held the view that the Koran’s contents could be retrieved. Therefore, it is
possible to claim that the Batinists’ interpretations of the Koran are closer
to modern legal interpretation than the Zahirites’, and that modern legal
interpretation is closer to the Batinist tradition than Sontag’s proposals.

The interesting thing however is that Susan Sontag did not completely
reject the possibility of interpreting the content of a work of art. This gives
us another chance to understand not only the differences, but also the simi-
larities between legal and literary interpretation.
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Susan Sontag’s complaints about the harmful interference of interpreta-
tion in art, are brilliantly established in a few lines: “In the most modern in-
stances, interpretation amounts to the philistine refusal to leave the work of
art alone. Real art has the capacity to make us nervous. By reducing the
work of art to its content and then interpreting that, one tames the work of
art. Interpretation makes art manageable, conformable”.29

Reference to the main difference between law and literature can be
drawn from Sontag’s argument: the law cannot be left alone. Legal inter-
preters exist because legal documents need to be interpreted and their
meanings need to be perfectly understood, perfectly tamed. Legal interpre-
tation is necessary because there is an objectivist assumption that affects the
law. Legal readings of legal documents are used to solve disputes and there-
fore, it is much more useful to approach them in a way that renders the law
“manageable, conformable”.

Legal interpreters play a fundamentally creative role. As Rodolfo Luis
Vigo points out, “the interpreter has the responsibility of creatively settling
from the law as a whole, the unpublished fair solution that will contribute
to the case that must be addressed or resolved”.30

The reasons behind Sontag’s ideas on the Zahirite interpretive position
are clear. However, common ground is quite difficult to argue from a legal
perspective. Legal professionals need to tame the law because society can-
not afford to allow the resolutions of legal disputes to be put aside.

Legal systems exist to provide justice by solving controversies. Legal con-
troversies cannot be solved unless what the law means is at least described
or paraphrased. From my point of view, there is a relation between Sontag’s
concerns and legal interpretation. Sontag wrote of her concerns as follows:

What kind of criticism, of commentary of the arts, is desirable today? For I
am not saying that works of art are ineffable, that they cannot be described
or paraphrased. They can be. The question is how. What would criticism
look like that would serve the work of art, not usurp its place?

What is needed, first, is more attention to form in art. If excessive stress
on content provokes the arrogance of interpretation, more extended and
more thorough descriptions of form would silence. What is needed is a vo-
cabulary —a descriptive, rather than prescriptive, vocabulary— for forms.
The best criticism, and it is uncommon, is of the sort that dissolves consid-
erations of content into those of form.31

I have argued against any attempt to separate legal documents from
their content in any way.
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I supported the view that legal interpretation can only aim at decipher-
ing the content of a legal document. However, it seems to me that Sontag’s
concerns can help us improve the general objective of legal interpretation.
A balance between form and content within legal documents strengthens
legal interpretations. Furthermore, legal interpretations which give form a
more important role in the interpretive process can only be creative ones.

The reasons behind this opinion are based on the relationship between
writing and reading which, in turn, is based on the relationship between con-
tent and form. Rewriting takes place after a holistic review of form and
content. Rewriting will always affect and be affected by content and form.

We have established a connection linking Susan Sontag’s ideas to the
Zahirite school of interpretation during Arab domination. However, Son-
tag’s ideas can also be linked to a particular school of legal interpretation
which still exists today. In American Jurisprudence, there is a clear distinc-
tion between those supporting a conservative interpretive position and
those supporting a more liberal one regarding the United States Constitu-
tion. According to the former, the Constitution of the United States must
be interpreted narrowly without any room for any creative interpretation
whatsoever. Meanwhile, those supporting a more liberal interpretive posi-
tion claim that some of the more important rights in American Legal His-
tory have been adjudicated by the judges interpreting the Constitution more
creatively.

Justice Brennan expressed his opinion on the contesting views on consti-
tutional interpretation as follows:

Because judicial power resides in the authority to give meaning to the Con-
stitution, the debate is really a debate about how to read the text, about
constraints on what is legitimate interpretation.

There are those who find legitimacy in fidelity to what they call “the in-
tentions of the Framers”. In its most doctrinaire incarnation, this view de-
mands that justices discern exactly what the Framers thought about the
question under consideration and simply follow that intention in resolving
the case before them.

…We current justices read the Constitution in the only way we can: as
twentieth-century Americans... Interpretation must account for the transfor-
mative purpose of the text. Our Constitution was not intended to preserve a
preexisting society but to make a new one, to put in place new principles
that the prior political community had not sufficiently recognized.32

In the last twenty years, a conservative turn has dominated American
politics and three Republican presidents have nominated conservative
judges to the Supreme Court. As a result, a constrained approach has been
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upheld by the majority of United States’ Supreme Court judges over the last
decades. However, from my point of view, the interesting thing is the close-
ness between the conservative approach to constitutional interpretation and
Susan Sontag’s opposition to interpretation. It is striking to think that both
positions are close to each other because of a common reverence to the
text.33

We have said that legal interpreters are obligated to interpret the law.
This obligation can also help us clarify possible misunderstandings on legal
interpretation in general. Misunderstanding derives from a false analogy
between literary criticism and legal interpretation which can be stated as
follows: while an author-poem-reader trio that explains the interpretive
process from a literary point of view, an equivalent legislator-law-judge trio
fittingly explains the legal interpretive process. However, the process of in-
terpretation for ruling on legal disputes is based on a much more complex
mechanism. The law can be changed by the interpreter. Revolutionary
readings are not initially made by judges. Lawyers play the role of first level
interpreters of the law. Besides, once a legal dispute has been solved, it can-
not be said that the matter is settled once and for all. On the contrary, al-
most every legal system has mechanisms to allow judges to modify previous
rulings. In other words, the law authorizes certain legal interpreters (law-
yers, prosecutors, judges, legal scholars) to modify previous rulings. To do
so, a permanent discussion and reinterpretation of already ruled cases is
necessary.34

We have mentioned three clear differences separating literature from the
law. They can be listed as follows:

a) The institutions of legal interpretation are different from those of liter-
ary interpretation. When legal institutions rule on legal disputes, they
establish authoritative interpretations to be followed by other inter-
preters.

b) Legal interpreters are obligated to perform interpretive activities. Lit-
erary critics are not.

c) Aesthetic considerations play no role in legal interpretation. However,
nothing prevents lawyers from using these criteria to evaluate their in-
terpretations. As a matter of fact, the relevance of the relationship be-
tween form and content in law seems to point to that direction.
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That being said, the similarities between poetry and the law, in particu-
lar those relevant to this article’s goals, can be summed up as follows:

a) Since both legal interpreters and literary critics, in general terms, aim
at finding out the purpose of a text, it can be claimed that both per-
form creative tasks. The differences are not intrinsic to the language
used by both. Analogical reasoning is a common cognitive mecha-
nism. It can be used in law and as well as in literary studies.

b) Poems and legal texts are always open to review. Rewriting and revi-
sion imply and are based on interpretation. Therefore, poets and legal
writers are at least interpreters of their own works.

c) Poets and legal writers use analogical reasoning in writing, reading
and rewriting texts.

III. LAW, LITERATURE, AND INTERPRETATION

I am indebted to Ronald Dworkin for his insight, which in turn inspired
this line of research. In a powerful article, the American philosopher wrote
about the so-called “aesthetic-hypothesis”:

An interpretation of a piece of literature attempts to show which way of
reading (or speaking or directing or acting) the text reveals it as the best
work of art. Different theories or schools of traditions of interpretation dis-
agree on this hypothesis, because they assume significantly different norma-
tive theories about what literature is and what it is for and about what
makes one work of art better than other.35

The basic idea behind the theoretical relationship between law and liter-
ature as studied by American and British scholars is summed up in the pre-
vious paragraph. According to Dworkin, lawyers can learn a lot from liter-
ary critics. However, I believe that the interpretation of poetry can also
benefit from the application of some of the interpretive methods used to re-
solve concrete legal controversies in the “real” world of the courts. This ar-
ticle proposes that legal methods of interpretation tell us something not
only about the way we read poetry, but also about the cognitive mecha-
nisms any author uses to rewrite his work.

From my point of view, there is a common bias concerning the relation-
ship between law and literature, which can be considered profession-gener-
ated. Many legal scholars are not interested in possible means for interpret-
ing poetry when legal methods of interpretation are used. This is seen in
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the works of legal philosophers, who strongly debate how seriously lawyers
should take literary influences, but do not seem much concerned about the
implications of legal interpretation on literature.

Interpreting legal materials by using literary methodologies has gener-
ated a lot of research and academic discussion, but the relationship be-
tween the disciplines has not been explored the other way around. In short,
the ways legal interpretation can help a reader tackle a poem has not been
thoroughly analyzed.

It is possible to explain this phenomenon by claiming that the interest of
legal academics is not aimed at enhancing the interpretation of literary
texts. However, I think it might be interesting for readers of poetry to be-
come familiar with legal interpretive tools and know that legal interpreters
can also give perceptive readings of poetry. Therefore, this research points
toward attempting to interpret poems by using legal methodologies.

There are some works that try to describe the similarities between legal
and poetic interpretation. In my view, the most influential was written by
Ronald Dworkin, who has recently written a new essay on interpretation.
In it, he explains what he understands as “interpretation”. In a UCL semi-
nar, the American professor endorsed the idea that the interpretation of a
poem is a case of collaborative interpretation:

I shall defend a general account of interpretation… Interpretation is indeed
a distinct form of inquiry. Its goal is to display its object’s value for some
purpose. That purpose is given by the interpretive genre itself. Each genre
of interpretation is defined by a collective practice; each of these practices
has a history and each is assumed by its practitioners to have a point or
purpose.

Any concrete interpretative claim begins in an assumption, most often
hidden and unacknowledged, about what goal or goals should be attributed
to the overall practice that constitutes the interpretative genre in which the
concrete claim is placed… An interpretation of some object succeeds —it
achieves the truth about that object’s meaning— when it best realizes, for
that object, the purpose properly assigned to the genre. It is often contro-
versial, to a greater or lesser degree, what the purpose of a genre should be
taken to be; it is therefore controversial, in parallel degree, what best inter-
pretation is, in that genre, of any particular object.36

Dworkin’s recent ideas are fundamental. A general account of interpre-
tation is necessary to explain the use of analogical reasoning to interpret
both poetry and legal documents and make such a claim possible. In my
view, both legal interpreters and literary critics should ask themselves about
the purpose of the legal documents and poems they encounter. A general
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account of interpretation, according to which every interpretive activity
aims at discovering the purpose of the objects to be interpreted, applies to
both legal studies and literary studies.

Another important instance of this is found in the magnificent essay
“‘Sonnet LXV’ and the ‘Black Ink’ of the Framers’ Intention” by Charles
Fried, a Harvard Law School professor. Professor Fried’s work does not
analyse Shakespeare’s famous poem from a literary point of view, but iden-
tifies the most relevant common features shared by the sonnet and the Con-
stitution of the United States of America: their permanence through time.37

However, studies concerning the relationships between law and poetry
are not as extensive as those exploring the relationships between law and
other literary genres. In fact, Dworkin’s famous article has been celebrated
for using a chain-novel as an analogy of the way judges do their work in the
common law system.38 Dworkin’s first ideas on the nature of interpretation
do not deal extensively with the implications of his theory within poetic in-
terpretation. The explanation for this is, again, straightforward. Dworkin’s
approach was philosophical and must be read as a part of his entire juris-
prudential system. Legal scholars’ interests are focused either on incorpo-
rating literature’s interpretative methods to the legal system or in denying
the plausibility of such an incorporation. Legal scholars are not interested
in producing fresh ideas to nourish debates among literary critics.

Dworkin’s paragraph presents two very compelling and praise-worthy
points. First, one has to read trying to look at the text in its best light. This
is a generous approach to textual interpretation and implies a strong trust
in the capabilities of human rationality. Even though some of Dworkin’s ju-
risprudential ideas can be thought of as extremely original, there is a con-
nection linking his theory of interpretation of the law to some of Gadamer’s
ideas on truth in poetry:

It seems incontrovertible to me that poetic language enjoys a particular and
unique relationship to truth. First, this is shown by the fact that poetic lan-
guage is not equally appropriate at all times to any content whatsoever, and
second, by the fact that when such content is given poetic form in language,
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it thereby acquires a certain legitimation. It is the art of language that not
only decides upon the success or failure of poetry, but also upon its claim to
truth.39

According to both Gadamer and Dworkin, reading a poem implies, first
of all, recognizing it as such, legitimating it as a work of art of a particular
kind. Every single poem presented by its creator deserves a careful reading.
The interpreter must point out a poem’s achievements and failures from an
aesthetic point of view.

A second important point is derived from Dworkin’s paragraph: every
reading of a poem is supported by a normative theory. Since there is always
a normative theory which tells us how to read and guides our readings, the
interpreter is not a free agent performing a particular task. An interpreter is
influenced by personal taste, competence and aesthetic beliefs.

Joseph Raz has developed ideas on the kind of theories we do use to bear
out our readings. These theories can be understood as those Dworkin identi-
fies as “normative”: “Interpretation consists in pointing to connections and
analogies. The test of a good interpretation is that those connections and in-
terrelations are significant in terms of, or by reference to, some general the-
ory of general truths about people, society or whatever”.40

Having different theories for different ways of reading might generate
philosophical debate. However, both Dworkin and Raz agree that there is
no such a thing as casual or accidental readings. Every reading, every inter-
pretation is influenced by the way the reader understands the world.

Can we consider any text a poem? If its author says so, and on a basic
level of interpretation, whatever its aesthetic quality may be, we can.

This idea looks like an intentionalist notion. However, taking into ac-
count a poet’s intention is consistent with defending a non-intentionalist ap-
proach to interpretation in general. As Joseph Raz has suggested, a distinc-
tion between the two levels of interpretation can be established:

I will distinguish two levels of meaning which I will call “deep” and “basic”
meaning, though one should not make anything of the choice of these
terms. The basic meaning of a work concerns the question of the subjects of
the work (“a portrait of Alexander VI”) or its literal content (“Is Salomé
holding the head of John on a platter?” “What does the words of a poem
mean?”, and so on). The identification of a work’s subject and literal mean-
ing does give rise to interpretive issues and there is an understandable feel-
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ing that if nowhere else surely here the author’s intention reigns supreme.
Take portraiture: is it not the case that if Giacometti makes a sculpture
which he declares to be the portrait of Annette, then a portrait of Annette it
is? It is made so by being baptized by him as such, and nothing else
counts… I will focus on the deep level of meaning. It is captured by obser-
vations such as: “the painting portrays the compassion of the Christian vic-
tors towards the vanquished Muslims”, “the play contrasts the new sophisti-
cated metropolitan culture with the crudity of the traditional mores of the
provinces”, “the music is an expression of the passion of love, followed by
the depths of despair when it is not requited”, and so on… The deep, more
than literal meaning is the subject of most discussions of the meaning of
works of art.41

If an author presents his work as poetry, the reader is compelled to read
it as such. However, the author’s statement must be considered a prelimi-
nary clue on how to approach the work of art and nothing more. There-
fore, a poet’s intention expressed as “this is a poem, so read it as such” must
be considered as playing a role similar to that of many artists when assign-
ing titles to their works.42

Some problems are not solved by recognizing nothing more than a pre-
liminary informative statement in the author’s declaration. One could
think, for instance, of a particular problem that deals with an interesting
question: what happens if the author’s intention expressly refuses to identify
a text with at least one kind of literary genre?43

I think that many of G. E. M. Anscombe’s classical ideas and arguments
about intention can help us:

But is there not possible another case in which a man is simply not doing
what he says? As when I say to my self “now I press Button A” —pressing
Button B— a thing which can certainly happen. This I will call the direct
falsification of what I say. And here, to use Theophrastus’ expression again,
the mistake is not one of judgment but of performance. That is, we do not
say: What you said was a mistake, because it was supposed to describe what
you did and did not describe it, but: What you did was a mistake, because it
was not in accordance with what you said.44

In my view, a poem’s meaning, just as Dworkin and Gadamer have said,
can be unveiled trying to read the text in its best light. In other words, read-
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ing must be understood as a fair and generous enterprise guided by a con-
structive attitude.

I have claimed that there are differences that set poetry apart from the
law. However, I have also claimed that there are similarities linking the
two. The relationship between law and literature in general and between
law and poetry in particular can be easily grasped by a common feature:
they are both susceptible to being interpreted. According to Gadamer:

We can distinguish two different senses of interpretation: pointing to some-
thing and pointing out the meaning of something. Clearly both of these are
connected with one another. “Pointing to something” is a kind of “indicat-
ing” that functions as a sign. “Pointing out what someone means”, on the
other hand always refers back to the kind of sign that interprets itself. Thus
when we interpret the meaning of something, we actually interpret an in-
terpretation. The attempt to define and establish the limits of our interpre-
tative activity brings us back to the question concerning the nature of inter-
pretation itself. For what is a sign? Is everything a sign in some sense?…
Certainly we must often try to read the sign character of things. In this way
we attempt to interpret that which at the same time conceals itself, as in the
expression of gesture, for example. But even there, the interpretation arises
within a self-contained totality and clarifies the direction in which the sign
points by eliciting that to which it basically points from that which is itself
confused, unclear, and indefinite. This interpreting is not a reading in of
some meaning, but clearly a revealing of what the thing itself already points
to.45

Law and literature share the shortcomings and weaknesses of every natu-
ral language: they are insufficient and incomplete. However, they are also
susceptible to spawning revelation through interpretation. In fact, the am-
biguous nature of language requires the exercise of our interpretive skills.

As Gadamer has affirmed, poetry requires the intervention of a third
party whenever its meaning is not clear at all.46 Although many poems char-
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acteristically aspire to meaningfulness, poets sometimes choose not to bare
their work to every reader. Anyway, whether the reader faces a transparent
poem or a hermetic one, the truth is that interpretive skills are needed. In-
terpretation is always needed to read a poem. So far, so good, but someone
may still ask if it is always possible to interpret a poem. There are poems
with dark meanings, poems dark enough to make any attempt at decipher-
ing hopeless and void.

Is obscurity a common feature shared by law and poetry? I do not think
so. I have said that the law never intends to be ambiguous, but to be clear.
It is in everyone’s best interest to have a reliable system to sort out legal
controversies and it is evident that legal certainty is a product of mean-
ingfulness. However, it is often possible to face legal conflicts that do not
have a clear answer and in those cases legal interpreters are called to fill in
the interpretive gaps in the legal system. Interpretation is as important to
legal practice as it is to read a poem or, as Ronald Dworkin has put it, “le-
gal practice is an exercise in interpretation not only when lawyers interpret
particular documents or statutes but generally”.47 Therefore, at least a de-
sire for intelligibility can be found within both the aims of legal practice
and, in some cases, the aims pursued by poetry readers.

According to many respected legal scholars, law and literature are two
very different fields and their differences must be always remembered by
those lawyers trying to adapt literary interpretive methods to solve legal dis-
putes. Among the most notable critics is Richard Posner, who has argued
that:

The skeptical vein in literary criticism, and the hermeneutic theories that
nourish it, show how difficult the interpretation of texts can be and by do-
ing so should make lawyers, judges, and legal scholars more cautious, more
self-conscious, more tentative about the process of interpreting legal texts.
But it has been the burden of the argument in this chapter that no specific
techniques or discoveries of literary criticism, or literary analogies, such as
that of the chain novel, are transferable to the law.48

Many of Judge Posner’s arguments are compelling. However, I believe
that they are not meant to reject the similarities linking legal interpretation
to literary interpretation. After all, to interpret is to find the meaning of
something, and such an idea implies a basic understanding of both legal in-
terpretation and literary criticism. Posner, like other legal scholars who
have studied the relationship between law and literature, did not stop to ex-
amine how legal interpretive methods can be used to give sensitive readings
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of poetry. In other words, it could be true that no specific technique for lit-
erary criticism is transferable to law; however, from such a claim, it does
not follow that legal techniques are not helpful devices to interpret poetry.

I have mentioned some biased approaches so as to think about the rela-
tionship between law and literature. However, there are still more dramatic
ones. For example, it is possible to recall the tendency to consider literature
as more important or “transcendent” than law, as well as writers’ work as
more sophisticated or complex than the work of the courts. Behind this
widespread belief there is the concept of art as the highest expression of hu-
man nature, or as the highest product of human spirit whenever compared
to other human activities and enterprises. According to this view, whereas
poets, storytellers and novelists are illuminated by the flame of the art or
something of the sort, legislators, judges and attorneys are trapped in their
daily and somehow lower-class life.

From my point of view, this notion must be avoided not only because of
the weak metaphysical propositions on which it relies, but also because of the
pedantry it presupposes. There are no significant differences between the li-
terary work of an author and any other person’s work. In my view, this
kind of thinking must be rejected on several grounds. First of all, writing is
work just like any other. Besides, there is no doubt that many of the eco-
nomic, scientific and technological advances over the last two centuries,
which have had an incredible effect in elevating the quality of life of mil-
lions of persons in the world, are scarcely related to art in general. The ex-
istence and practice of Western legal ideas, such as the Rule of Law or the
due process of law clause included in almost every democratic legal system
nowadays, can be considered human achievements as praiseworthy as any
great poem, short story or novel.

Furthermore, from a historical point of view, the popularization of art is
a recent phenomenon. It can even be considered a by-product of the im-
provements in the economic conditions of daily life, which have never been
as good and widespread as today and which are the product of the work of
many people who have never written literature in their entire life.

IV. CONCLUSION

The sort of prejudice I refer to is so common that it is easy to find clear
examples of it, just as the one I found in a very interesting article written by
Jessica Lane entitled “The Poetics of Legal Interpretation”:

Literary criticism is the most highly developed arena we have for the study
of the discourse in all its manifestations. Language, the symbolic order,
through its construction of the subject, is what constitutes the world, its
most perfect products being the texts of reality and art. Consequently, liter-
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ary criticism responds more deeply to the need for individuation, for elabo-
ration of the intricate possibilities hidden in the dialectic of writing and
reading.49

I do not think more should be read into this cliché because legal practice
cannot be carried on without language. It is true that the way lawyers use
language might never be as elegant or as innovative as the way professional
poets can; however, it does not intend to be so.

Moreover, the raw material used by lawyers and writers is mainly the
same: words. The law is as fitting a field to investigate the strengths and
weakness of language as literature is.50 In fact, the origin of interpretation
as a creative activity was much closer to judicial practices than to literary
delights.51

In my view, a legal professional can use methods of interpretation avail-
able to him in order to achieve sensitive and speculative readings of poetry.
In other words, I think people who usually see themselves as distanced from
poetry can produce reasonable readings of poetry.

My claim is two-fold and can be stated as follows: on the one hand, law-
yers can interpret poetry by using what they know. On the other hand,
from a semiotic point of view, legal interpretation can be seen as an in-
stance of speculative and constructive interpretation.
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49 SANFORD, LEVINSON & STEVEN MAILLOUX, supra note 11 at 283.
50 I think Richard Weinsberg is right in writing: “Once the judge begins to write, his

use of power automatically is bound up in the words he uses… all judges, conscious or no
of their crafting powers, must match language to outcome in order to produce a coherent
result”. RICHARD WEINSBERG, POETHICS AND OTHER STRATEGIES OF LAW AND LIT-

ERATURE 8 (Columbia University Press, 1992).
51 See supra note 17.


